
Conduct Watch
The smarter solution for managing
disclosures & misconduct
Conduct Watch is your complete misconduct reporting 
solution, helping you to securely capture and manage 
harassment and misconduct issues in one place.

DISCLOSURE
Whistleblower reports an 
incident(s) through one of 
the three secure and 
confidential channels.

TRIAGE

A forensic specialist 
documents the confidential 
disclosure and prepares a 
report in a format that
clearly identifies the issues 
and makes it easy to formulate 
an investigation plan.

ASSESSMENT

Client Authorised Users 
access dashboards that open 
into a structured case 
management tool that lets 
your authorised disclosure 
coordinators review and 
manage disclosures.

RESOLUTION
Client undertakes follow-up 
action (and provides 
confidential feedback for the 
individual via Conduct Watch). 
Deloitte then communicates 
feedback to the 
Whistleblower where 
required.
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Conduct Watch is a secure and seamless end-to-end whistleblowing solution, helping 
organisations accelerate how they identify, respond to, resolve, and report on fraud and 
other misconduct.

Quick and easy to set up, Conduct Watch has been designed to provide multiple reporting 
channels customised to your needs. The insights feed into a single source of information, 
helping you manage and monitor cases relating to incidents of workplace misconduct, policy 
and procedure breaches, and compliance and integrity matters.

From collection through to resolution, Conduct Watch works across multiple geographies, 
languages, and devices—with Deloitte’s quality and excellence front and centre.

Maximum efficiency with minimal complexity

What is it ?

How can it help ?

Key features

Anonymous

Enhanced analytics

Multiple reporting 
channels

Independent

Available 24 / 7



Experience the benefits 
of Conduct Watch – your
complete misconduct 
management solution
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EXPERIENCED
Access to trained call takers and forensic
investigation specialists who can help you decide
on appropriate steps to resolve difficult cases.

TRANSPARENT
Experience an advanced case management
system with cutting-edge reports and
analytics.

FLEXIBLE
Add modules to your Conduct Watch solution
to help you manage other compliance matters
in a single and integrated portal.

RELIABLE
Enhance trust and confidence in your 

whistleblowing program, operated by Deloitte.

EFFICIENT
Timely reporting allows you to focus on
addressing risks and disclosures raised,

with your operational needs handled by
an experienced team.

SECURE
Your data is protected by industry- leading
security and privacy standards with access

via two-factor authentication.
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